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Abstract. The Fast Style Transfer methods have been recently proposed to transfer a photograph to an artistic style in real-time. This task
involves controlling the stroke size in the stylized results, which remains
an open challenge. In this paper, we present a stroke controllable style
transfer network that can achieve continuous and spatial stroke size control. By analyzing the factors that influence the stroke size, we propose
to explicitly account for the receptive field and the style image scales. We
propose a StrokePyramid module to endow the network with adaptive
receptive fields, and two training strategies to achieve faster convergence
and augment new stroke sizes upon a trained model respectively. By combining the proposed runtime control strategies, our network can achieve
continuous changes in stroke sizes and produce distinct stroke sizes in
different spatial regions within the same output image.
Keywords: Neural style transfer · Adaptive receptive fields
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Introduction

Rendering a photograph with a given artwork style has been a long-standing
research topic [15, 17, 31, 33]. Conventionally, the task of style transfer is usually
studied as a generalization of texture synthesis [8, 9, 11]. Based on the recent
progress in visual texture modelling [12], Gatys et al. firstly propose an algorithm
that exploits Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to recombine the content
of a given photograph and the style of an artwork, and reconstruct a visually
plausible stylized image, known as the process of Neural Style Transfer [13].
Since the seminal work of Gatys et al., Neural Style Transfer has been attracting
wide attention from both academia and industry [1, 3, 23, 25, 30]. However, the
algorithm of Gatys et al. is based on iterative image optimizations and leads to a
slow optimization process for each pair of content and style. To tackle this issue,
several algorithms have been proposed to speed up the style transfer process,
called the Fast Style Transfer in the literature [14, 29].
⋆
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(a) Content&Style (b) Stroke Size #1 (c) Stroke Size #2 (d) Stroke Size #3 (e) Mixed Strokes

Fig. 1. Stylized results with different stroke sizes. All these results are produced by
one single model in real-time using our proposed algorithm.

The current Fast Style Transfer approaches can be categorized into three
classes, Per-Style-Per-Model (PSPM) [34, 35, 19, 24], Multiple-Style-Per-Model
(MSPM) [39, 7, 26, 2], and Arbitrary-Style-Per-Model (ASPM) [18, 27]. The gist
of PSPM is to train a feed-forward style-specific generator and to produce a
corresponding stylized result with a forward pass. MSPM improves the efficiency
by further incorporating multiple styles into one single generator. ASPM aims
at transferring an arbitrary style through only one single model.
There is a trade-off between efficiency and quality for all such Fast Style
Transfer algorithms [18, 27]. In terms of quality, PSPM is usually regarded to
produce more appealing stylized results [35, 18]. However, PSPM is not flexible in
terms of controlling perceptual factors (e.g., style-content tradeoff, color control,
spatial control). Among these perceptual factors, strokes are one of the most
important geometric primitives to characterize an artwork, as shown in Figure 1.
In reality, for the same texture, different artists have their own way to place
different sizes of strokes as a reflection of their unique “styles” (e.g., Monet and
Pollock). To achieve different stroke sizes with PSPM, one possible solution is to
train multiple models, which is time and space consuming. Another solution is to
resize the input image to different scales, which will inevitably hurt the quality
of stylization. None of these solutions, however, can achieve continuous stroke
size control or produce distinct stroke sizes in different spatial regions without
trading off quality and efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a stroke controllable Fast Style Transfer algorithm
that can incorporate multiple stroke sizes into one single model and achieves
flexible continuous stroke size control and spatial stroke size control. By analyzing the factors that influence the stroke size in stylized results, we propose
to explicitly account for both the receptive field and the style image scale. To
this end, we propose a StrokePyramid module to endow the network with adaptive receptive fields and different stroke sizes are learned with different receptive
fields. We then introduce a progressive training strategy to make the network
converge faster and an incremental training strategy to learn new stroke sizes
upon a trained model. By combining two proposed runtime control techniques
which are continuous stroke size control and spatial stroke size control, our network can produce distinct stroke sizes in different outputs or different spatial
regions within the same output image.
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In summary, our work has three primary contributions: 1) We analyze the
factors that influence the stroke size in stylized results, and propose that both
the receptive field and the style image scale should be considered for stroke size
control in most cases. 2) We propose a stroke controllable style transfer network
and two corresponding training strategies in order to achieve faster convergence
and augment new stroke sizes upon a trained model respectively. 3) We present
two runtime control strategies to empower our single model with the ability of
producing continuous changes in stroke size and distinct stroke sizes in different
spatial regions within the same output image. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first style transfer network that achieves continuous stroke size control and
spatial stroke size control.

2

Related Work

We briefly review here perceptual factors in Fast Style Transfer as well as the
involving regulating receptive field in neural networks.
Controlling perceptual factors in Fast Style Transfer. Stroke size
control belongs to the domain of controlling perceptual factors during stylization.
In this field, several significant works are recently presented. However, there
are few efforts devoted to controlling stroke size during Fast Style Transfer.
In [14], Gatys et al. study the color control and spatial control for Fast Style
Transfer. Lu et al. further extend Gatys et al.’s work to meaningful spatial control
by incorporating semantic content, achieving the so-called Fast Semantic Style
Transfer [29]. Another related work is Wang et al.’s algorithm which aims to learn
large brush strokes for high-resolution images [36]. They find that current Fast
Style Transfer algorithms fail to paint large strokes in high-resolution images and
propose a coarse-to-fine architecture to solve this problem. Note that the work
in [36] is intrinsically different from this paper as one single pre-trained model in
[36] still produces one stroke size for the same input image. A concurrent work in
[39] also explores the issue of stroke size control. Compared with [39], our work
has the benefits of flexible continuous and spatial stroke size control.
Regulating receptive field in neural networks. The receptive field is
one of the basic concepts in convolutional neural networks, which refers to a
region of the input image that one neuron is responsive to. It can affect the
performance of the networks and becomes a critical issue in many tasks (e.g.,
semantic segmentation [40], image parsing). To regulate the receptive field, [38]
proposes the operation of dilated convolution (also called atrous convolution in
[4]), which supports the expansion of receptive field by setting different dilation
values and is widely used in many generation tasks like [16, 10]. Another work
in [5] further proposes a deformable convolution which augments the sampling
locations in regular convolution with additional offsets. Furthermore, Wei et al.
[37] propose a learning-based receptive field regulating method which is to inflate
or shrink feature maps automatically.
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Fig. 2. Results of learning the same size of large strokes with large and small receptive
fields, respectively. LRF represents the result produced with a large receptive field and
SRF represents the result produced with a small receptive field. Content images are
credited to flickr users Kevin Robson and b togol.
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Pre-analysis

We start by reviewing the concept of the stroke size. Consider an image in style
transfer as a composition of a series of small stroke textons, which are referred
as the fundamental geometric micro-structures in images [20, 41]. The stroke size
of an image can be defined as the average scale of the composed stroke textons.
In the deep neural network based Fast Style Transfer, three factors are found
to influence the stroke size, namely the scale of the style image [36], the receptive
field in the loss network [14], and the receptive field in the generative network.
The objective style is usually learned by matching the style image’s grambased statistics [13] in style transfer algorithms, which are computed over the
feature maps from the pre-trained VGG network [32]. These gram-based statistics are scale-sensitive, i.e., they contain the scale information of the given style
image. One reason for this characteristic is that the VGG features vary with the
image scale. We also find that for other style statistics (e.g., BN-based statistics
in [25]), it reaches the same conclusion. Therefore, given the same content image,
generative networks trained with different scales of the style image can produce
different stroke sizes.
Although the stroke in stylized results usually becomes larger with the increase of the style image scale, this is infeasible when the style image is scaled to
a high resolution (e.g., 3000 × 3000 pixels [14]). The reason for this problem is
that a neuron in pre-trained VGG loss network can only affect a region with the
receptive field size in the input image. When the stroke texton is much larger
than the fixed receptive field in VGG loss network, there is no visual difference
between a large and larger stroke texton in a relatively small region.
Apart from these above two factors, we further find that the receptive field
size in the generative network also has influence on the stroke size. In Figure 2,
we change the receptive field size in the generative network and other factors
remain the same. It is noticeable that a larger stroke size is produced with a
larger receptive field for some styles. To explain this result, we interpret the
training process of the generative network as teaching the convolutional kernels
to paint a pre-defined size of stroke textons in each region with the size of
receptive field. Therefore, given two different sizes of input images, the kernels
of a trained network paint almost the same size of stroke textons in the same
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Style Transfer Network
Upsample

Fig. 3. The feed-forward process of Fast Style Transfer. For the same size of regions
in the outputs of both small and large input images respectively, their stroke sizes are
almost the same. The content image is credited to flickr user BillChenSF.

size of regions, as shown in Figure 3. In particular, when the receptive field in a
generative network is smaller than the stroke texton, the kernels can only learn
to paint a part of the whole stroke texton in each region, which influences the
stroke size. Hence, for a large stroke size, the network needs larger receptive fields
to learn the global stroke configuration. For a small stroke size, the network only
needs to learn local features.
To sum up, both the scale of the style image and the receptive field in the
generative network should generally be considered for stroke size control. As the
style image is not high-resolution in most cases, the influence of the receptive
field in the loss network is not considered in this work.

4
4.1

Proposed Approach
Problem Formulation

Assume that Ti ∈ T denotes the stroke size of an image, T denotes the set of all
stroke sizes, and I Ti represents an image I with the stroke size Ti . The problem
studied in this paper is to incorporate different stroke sizes Ti ∈ T into the feedforward fast neural style transfer model. Firstly, we formulate the feed-forward
stylization process as:
g(Ic ) = Io ,

Io ∼ p(Io |Ic , Is ),

(1)

where g is the trained generator. And the target statistic p(Io ) of the output
image Io is characterized by two components, which are the semantic content
statistics derived from the input image Ic , and the visual style statistics derived
from the style image Is .
Our feed-forward style transfer process for producing multiple stroke sizes
can then be modeled as:
g ′ (Ic , Ti ) = IoTi ,

IoTi ∼ p(IoTi |Ic , Is , Ti ) (Ti ∈ T).
′

(2)

We aim to enable one single generator g to produce stylized results with multiple
stroke sizes Ti ∈ T for the same content image Ic .
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Fig. 4. An overview of our network architecture with the StrokePyramid. It consists
of several stroke branches with gating functions. Each stroke branch corresponds to a
specific stroke size.

4.2

Network Architecture

Based on the analysis in Section 3, to incorporate different stroke sizes into one
single model, we propose to design a network with adaptive receptive fields and
each receptive field is used to learn a corresponding size of stroke. The network
architecture of our proposed approach is depicted in Figure 4.
Our network consists of three components. At the core of our network, a
StrokePyramid module is proposed to decompose the network into several stroke
branches. Each branch has a larger receptive field than the previous branch
through progressively growing convolutional filters. In this way, our network
also encourages stroke consistency (which refers to the consistency of stroke
orientation, configuration, etc) between adjacent stroke size control results which
should differ only in stroke sizes. By handling different stroke branches, the
StrokePyramid can regulate the receptive field in the generative network. With
different receptive fields, the network learns to paint strokes with different sizes.
In particular, to better preserve the desired size of strokes, larger strokes are
learned with larger receptive fields, as explained in Section 3. During the testing
phase, given a signal which indicates the desired stroke size, the StrokePyramid
automatically adapts the receptive field in the network and the stylized result
with a corresponding stroke size can be produced.
In addition to the StrokePyramid, there are two more components in the network, namely the pre-encoder and the stroke decoder. The pre-encoder module
refers to the first few layers in the network and is shared among different stroke
branches to learn both the semantic content of a content image and the basic appearances of a style. The stroke decoder module takes the feature maps from the
StrokePyramid as input and decodes the stroke feature into the stylized result
with a corresponding stroke size. To determine which stroke feature to decode,
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we augment a gating function G in each stroke branch. The gating function G
is defined as
G(F Bsi ) = ai F Bsi ,

X

ai = 1 (0 ≤ ai ≤ 1),

(3)

i

where F Bsi is the output feature map of the branch Bsi in the StrokePyramid,
which corresponds to the stroke size Ti . For the selection of a, at the training
stage, ai is binary. More specifically, ai = 1 when i = k (i.e., the selected stroke
branch to be trained is Bsk ). Otherwise, ai = 0 when i 6= k. At the testing stage,
ai can be fractional, which is the basis of our continuous stroke size control.
All the stroke features from the StrokePyramid need to go through the gating
function and then be fed into the stroke decoder Dec to be decoded into the
output result IoTk with the desired stroke size:
Dec(

X

G(F Bsi )) = IoTk .

(4)

i

4.3

Loss Function

Semantic loss. The semantic loss is defined to preserve the semantic information in the content image, which is formulated as the Euclidean distance between
the content image Ic and the output stylized image Io in the feature space of
the VGG network [13].
Assume that F l (I) ∈ RC×H×W represents the feature map at layer l in VGG
network with a given image I, where C, H and W denote the number of channels,
the height and width of the feature map respectively. The semantic content loss
is then defined as:
Lc =

X

l∈{lc }

kF l (Ic ) − F l (Io )k2 ,

(5)

where {lc } represents the set of VGG layers used to compute the content loss.
Stroke loss. The visual style statistics can be well represented by the correlations between filter responses of the style image Is in different layers of
pre-trained VGG network. These feature correlations can be obtained by computing the Gram matrix over the feature map at a certain layer in VGG network.
As the gram-based statistic is scale-sensitive, representations of different stroke
sizes can be obtained by simply resizing the given style image.
By reshaping F l (I) into F l (I)′ ∈ RC×(H×W ) , the Gram matrix G(F l (I)′ ) ∈
C×C
R
over feature map F l (I)′ can be computed as:
G(F l (Is )′ ) = [F l (Is )′ ][F l (Is )′ ]T .

(6)

The stroke loss for size Tk can be therefore defined as:
L Tk =

X

B sk ′

l∈{ls }

kG(F l (R(Is , Tk ))′ ) − G(F l (Io

) )k2 ,

(7)
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where R represents the function that resizes the style image to an appropriate
Bs
scale according to the desired stroke size Tk , and Io k represents the output of
the k-th stroke branch. {ls } is the set of VGG layers used for style loss.
The total loss for stroke branch Bsk is then written as:
LBsk = αLc + βk LTk + γLtv ,

(8)

where α, β and γ are balancing factors. Ltv is a total variation regularization
loss to encourage smoothness in the generated images.
4.4

Training Strategies

Progressive training. To train different stroke branches in one single network,
we propose a progressive training strategy. This training strategy stems from the
intuition that the training of the latter stroke branch benefits from the knowledge
of the previously learned branches. Taken this into consideration, the network
learns different stroke sizes with different stroke branches progressively. Assume
that the number of the stroke sizes to be learned is K. For every K iterations,
the network firstly updates the first stroke branch in order to learn the smallest
size of stroke. Then, based on the learned knowledge of the first branch, the
network uses the second stroke branch to learn the second stroke size with a
corresponding scale of the style image. In particular, since the second stroke
branch grows the convolutional filters on the basis of the first stroke branch, the
updated components in the previous iteration are also adjusted. Similarly, the
following stroke branches are updated with the same progressive process. In the
next K iterations, the network repeats the above progressive process, since we
need to ensure that the network preserves the previously learned stroke sizes.
Incremental training. We also propose a flexible incremental training
strategy to efficiently augment new stroke sizes upon a trained model. Given
a new desired stroke size, instead of learning from scratch, our algorithm incrementally learns the new stroke size by adding one single layer as a new stroke
branch in the StrokePyramid. The position of the augmented layer depends on
the previously learned stroke sizes and their corresponding receptive fields. By
fixing other network components and only updating the augmented layer, the
network learns to paint a new size of strokes on the basis of the previously learned
stroke features and thus can reach convergence quickly.
4.5

Runtime Control Strategies

Continuous stroke size control. One of the advantages of our algorithm over
previous approaches is that our algorithm can endow one single model with the
ability of finer continuous stroke size control. We propose a stroke interpolation
strategy to exploit our architecture to interpolate between trained stroke sizes in
the feature embedding space, instead of training with tons of style image scales.
Given a content image Ic , we assume that F Bsm and F Bsn are two output
feature maps in the StrokePyramid, which can be decoded into the stylized results
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with two stroke sizes IoTm and IoTn respectively. The interpolated feature F Bse can
then be obtained by controlling the gating functions in Figure 4 to interpolate
between output feature maps in the StrokePyramid :
F Bse = am F Bsm + (1 − am )F Bsn .

(9)
Bse

By gradually changing the value of am and feeding the obtained F into the
stroke decoder module, stylized results with arbitrary intermediate stroke sizes
e
IoT can be produced.
To our knowledge, none of previous approaches considers this much finer
continuous stroke size control. However, from our point of view, there may be
some possible solutions which can be derived from current approaches: 1) Directly interpolate between stylized results with different stroke sizes in the pixel
space. 2) Design a network with different encoders but a shared decoder, and
train each encoder and shared decoder jointly with different style image scales.
Then interpolate between two representations from the encoders. 3) Rescale the
style image and use ASPM methods to produce the corresponding results.
However, our algorithm outperforms these solutions in the following aspects
correspondingly: 1) We manipulate the interpolation in the feature embedding
space to achieve perceptually superior results [19, 6]. 2) Our stroke representations are obtained with different receptive fields in the StrokePyramid. As
explained and verified in Section 3 and Figure 2, our stroke representations are
perceptually better than those obtained with the same receptive field. In addition, the results of our proposed StrokePyramid are more consistent in stroke
orientations and configurations during stroke size control. The comparison results can be found in the supplementary material. 3) ASPM compromises on
visual quality and is generally not effective at producing fine strokes and details.
Our algorithm outperforms ASPM in terms of quality and also stylization speed.
Spatial stroke size control. Previously, in the community of Fast Style
Transfer, stylized results usually have almost the same stroke size across the
whole image, which is impractical in the real case. Our algorithm supports mixed
stroke sizes in different spatial regions and also with only one single model. In
this way, the contrast information in stylized results can be enhanced.
Our spatial stroke size control is achieved by feeding masked content image through different corresponding stroke branches by controlling the gating
functions, and then combining these stylized results. The mask can be obtained
either by manual labelling or forwarding the content image through a pre-trained
semantic segmentation network, e.g., DeepLabv2 [4]. By further combining our
continuous stroke size control strategy, our algorithm provides practitioners a
much finer control over the stylized results.

5
5.1

Experiment
Implementation Details

Our proposed network is trained on MS-COCO dataset [28]. All the images are
cropped and resized to 512 × 512 pixels before training. We adopt the Adam
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(a) Content & Style

(b) Training a
separate generator

(c) Image resizing +
forwarding + SR

(d) Our proposed
approach

Fig. 5. Quality comparison of our proposed algorithm and aforementioned two possible
stroke control solutions in Section 4. SR represents the image super-resolution technique
[21]. The images in the second line represent the zoom regions in the red frames.

optimizer [22] during training. The pre-trained VGG-19 network [32] is selected
as the loss network and {relu1 1, relu2 1, relu3 1, relu4 1, relu5 1} are used as
the style layers and relu4 2 is used as the content layer. By default, the number
of initially learned stroke sizes is set to 3 to ensure the ability of stroke decoder,
and the scales are 256, 512, and 768 for different stroke sizes for all styles in our
experiment. More information can be found in the supplementary material.
5.2

Qualitative Evaluation

Comparison with previous solutions. Sample results of our algorithm and
two aforementioned possible solutions are shown in Figure 5 (Figure 5(b) is produced by [19]). Our algorithm achieves comparable results with the first possible
solution in Figure 5(b) regarding quality while preserving the flexibility of the
second possible solution in Figure 5(c). Figure 6 shows sample results of our
algorithm and other Fast Style Transfer algorithms. Compared with [19, 35], our
results with different stroke sizes are more consistent in stroke orientations and
stroke configurations (the positions of the blue strokes in Figure 6). The stroke
orientations and configurations in [19, 35]’s results are more random, since they
use different encoder-decoder pairs to learn different stroke sizes separately. By
contrast, our StrokePyramid can encourage stroke consistency between adjacent
stroke size control results which should differ only in stroke sizes. Compared with
[36], our algorithm can exploit one single trained model to achieve continuous
and spatial stroke size control. Also, our model size is much smaller than [36],
which is 0.99 MB vs 32.2 MB. Compared with other single-model stroke size control algorithms [18, 27], our results capture finer strokes and more details. Also,
our results seem to be superior in terms of visual quality. More explanations and
comparison results can be found in the supplementary material.
Runtime user controls. In Figure 7, we show sample results of our proposed continuous stroke size control strategy. Our network is trained with three
scales of the style image as default and we do the stroke interpolation between
them to obtain totally six stroke sizes. The test content image is never seen
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Fig. 6. Some example results of different stroke sizes (SS) produced by our algorithm
and other Fast Style Transfer algorithms. Each column represents the results of the
same algorithm. The style image is the same with Figure 5.

during training. We also demonstrate the results of [18, 27] for comparison, as
explained in Section 4.5. We compare the results of different algorithms both
globally and locally. Globally, our algorithm seems to achieve superior performance in terms of visual quality. Locally, compared with [18, 27], our algorithm
is more effective at producing fine strokes and preserving details. In addition,
as shown in Figure 8, the absolute differences of our adjacent continuous stroke
size control results have a much clearer stroke contour, which indicates that
most strokes in our results increase or decrease in size together during continuous stroke size control. We have also produced a sample video to demonstrate our
continuous stroke size control in the supplementary material. Figure 9 demonstrates the results of our spatial stroke size control strategy. Our spatial stroke
size control is realized with only one single model. Compared with Figure 9(c),
controlling the stroke size in different spatial regions can enhance the contrast of
stylized images and make AI-Created Art much closer to Human-Created Art.
5.3

Quantitative Evaluation

For the quantitative evaluation, we focus on three evaluation metrics, which are:
training curves during progressive training and incremental training; average
content and style loss for test content images; training time for our single model
and corresponding generating time for results with different stroke sizes.
Training curve analysis. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our progressive training strategy, we record the stroke losses when learning several sizes
of strokes progressively and learning different strokes individually. The result is
shown in Figure 10(a). The reported loss values were averaged over 15 randomly
selected batches of content images. It can be observed that the network which
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[18]:

[27]:

Ours:

Fig. 7. Results of continuous stroke size control. We zoom in on the same region (red
frame) to observe the variations of stroke sizes. Our algorithm produces finer strokes
and details. The content and style image can be found in Figure 4.

[18]’s differential images

[27]’s differential images

Our differential images

Fig. 8. Results of the absolute differences of adjacent images in each row of Figure 7.

progressively learns multiple stroke sizes converges relatively faster than the one
which learns only one single stroke size individually. The result indicates that
during progressive training, the latter stroke branch benefits from the learned
knowledge of the previous branches, and can even improve the training of previous branches through a shared network component in turn. To validate our
stroke incremental training strategy, we present both the training curves of the
incremental training and training from scratch in Figure 10(b). While achieving
comparable stylization quality, incrementally learning a stroke can significantly
speed up the training process compared to learning from scratch.
Average loss analysis. To measure how well the loss function is minimized,
we compare the average content and style loss of our algorithm with other style
transfer methods. The recorded values are averaged over 100 content images and
5 style images. For each style, we calculate the average loss of the three stroke
sizes. As shown in Figure 11, the average style loss of our algorithm is similar
to [35], and our average content loss is slightly lower than [35]. This indicates
that our algorithm achieves comparable or slightly better performance than [35]
regarding the ability to minimize the loss function.
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(a) Content & Style

(b) Content mask

(c) Same stroke size
across image
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(d) Our spatial stroke
size control

Fig. 9. Our algorithm allows flexible spatial stroke size control during stylization. The
result produced by our single model can have mixed stroke sizes, which is more consistent with an artist’s artwork in reality.
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(a) Progressive training.

(b) Incremental training.

Fig. 10. Training curve comparisons of the training strategies. The bottom left and
right images in (b) are the results of incremental training and training from scratch.

Speed and model size analysis. Fully training one single model with
three stroke sizes takes about 2 hours on a single NVIDIA Quadro M6000. For
generating time, it takes averagely 0.09 seconds to stylize an image with size
1024×1024 on the same GPU using our algorithm. Since our network architecture
is similar with [19, 35] but with a shorter path for some stroke sizes, our algorithm
can be on average faster than [19, 35], and further faster than Wang et al.’s
algorithm, Huang and Belongie’s algorithm and Li et al.’s algorithm according
to the speed analysis in [36, 18, 27]. The size of our model on disk is 0.99 MB.
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(b) Style loss

Fig. 11. Comparisons of the average content and style loss of our algorithm with stateof-the-art Neural Style Transfer algorithms.

6

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a fine and flexible stroke size control approach for Fast
Style Transfer. Without trading off quality and efficiency, our algorithm is the
first to achieve continuous and spatial stroke size control with one single model.
Our idea can also be directly applied to MSPM methods. For the application
in the real world, our work provides a new tool for practitioners to inject their
own artistic preferences into style transfer results, which can be directly applied
in the production software and entertainment. Regarding the significance of our
work for the larger vision community beyond style transfer, our work takes one
step in the direction of learning adaptive receptive fields in the human vision
system and primarily validates its significance in style transfer. In the future, we
hope to further explore the use of learning adaptive receptive fields to benefit
the larger vision community, e.g., multi-scale deep image aesthetic assessment,
deep image compression, deep image colorization, etc.
Our work is only the first step towards the finer and more flexible stroke
size control, and there are still some issues remaining to be addressed. The most
interesting one is probably the automatic spatial stroke size control in one shot.
The process of spatial stroke size control will be more efficient and user-friendly
if the semantic segmentation network can be incorporated as a module in our
network, so as to support the automatic determination of the stroke sizes for
different spatial regions. Besides, the relations among the style representations
of different scales of the same style image still remains unclear. The transformation from the style representation of one scale to that of another is the key to a
more flexible stroke size control.
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